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Abortion and Eugenics
in Nazi Germany

HENRY P. DAVID
JOCHEN FLEISCHHACKER

CHARLOTTE HOHN

THOUGH OFTEN CLOUDED BY SHAME, secrecy, and misunderstanding, abortion is

as old as humanity and probably occurs in all cultures. Throughout recorded
history women have resorted to induced abortion to terminate unwanted
pregnancies regardless of legal sanction and often at considerable risk to personal health and well-being (e.g., David, 1981, 1986; Devereaux, 1955, 1967,

1976). Today it is difficult to imagine a social system in which no woman would
ever feel impelled at least to consider the possibility of abortion, whether legal
or illegal, to cope with an unwanted pregnancy.

At present the worldwide legal status of abortion ranges from complete
prohibition to elective procedures at the request of the pregnant woman (Tietze

and Henshaw, 1986). Beginning in 1920, and accelerating during the past two

decades, societal acceptance of abortion as a woman's right has gained increasing public support, accompanied by continuing controversy, legal threats, and
occasional policy reversals. In view of the often acrimonious debates surrounding many discussions of abortion, and the occasional references to the
Holocaust, it seems appropriate to review the abortion experience in Germany

during the Hitler years (1933-45). Increasingly severe restrictions were placed
on the availability of contraceptives and on access to legal abortion. During

World War H special courts in Vichy France and Nazi Germany were authorized
to impose the death penalty for the illegal termination of unwanted pregnancies,
and carried out their mandate.

While "fifty thousand books and monographs" have been written about
the Nazi period (Koonz, 1987, p. 3), a search of numerous German and American archives, research libraries, and indexes of volumes especially oriented to

the experiences of women produced few references specifically pertaining to
abortion trends in the Hitler era. The term "abortion" does not appear in the
published guides to German documents captured during World War II, and
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there are no topical references to the volumes compiled in connection with the
trials of war criminals before the Nuremberg military tribunals (Mulligan, 1987;
Warren, 1987). The mood prevailing in German medical circles between the
two world wars is reflected in the Letters from Berlin, published periodically in

the Journal of the American MedicalAssociation (JAMA). One of the best resources
on contemporary German history, the Documentation Center of the weekly

news magazine Der Spiegel, was unable to provide any references on abortion
during the Nazi years (Leske, 1987). The polemics produced in the 1970s
struggle for the liberalization of paragraph 218 (the popular press reference to
the paragraph on abortion in the German Penal Code) provide more of a political than a historical perspective (e.g., Schneider, 1975; Zwerenz, 1980).

The reluctance of the German medical community to confront its role and
responsibilities in the Hitler era is apparent in the absence, until recently, of

major volumes on this period. For editing the documents produced at the 194647 war crimes trials of 20 high-ranking physicians, Mitscherlich (1947) was

denounced by leading medical authorities (Rein, 1947). Some of the documents
and transcripts were subsequently published in edited form by Mitscherlich and
Mielke (e.g., 1947, 1949a, 1949b). Of 422 articles on medicine under National

Socialism produced between 1966 and 1979, Wuttke-Groneberg (1980)
counted only two as having originated in the Federal Republic. Hanauske-Abel

(1986) noted that the first monograph on "Physicians under National Socialism" (Kudlien, 1985) appeared in the Federal Republic more than 50 years after
Hitler came to power. Additional contributions by Klee (1983, 1985) were

published at about the same time that Lifton (1986) completed his volume on
The Nazi Doctors. All the aforementioned are excellent resources on the distorted
perceptions of major segments of German medicine as it evolved under the Nazi

program of forced sterilization, euthanasia, and concentration camp killings,

but they contribute little to the history of abortion and contraception during
those years.
This article reviews and summarizes the widely scattered evidence with

the aim of contributing a historical note on abortion and eugenics in Nazi Germany. Following an overview of abortion legislation from the beginnings of the

Germnan Reich through the Weimar Republic and a brief perspective on the birth
control movement, sex education, and contraception, consideration is given to
the influence of demographic trends and notions of eugenics and racial hygiene
on evolving population policy. The Nazi years are then discussed in terms of
events occurring in the period 1933-39 and during the war years 1939-45, with

an additional section on experiences in neighboring occupied countries.

Abortion: 1851-1933
German abortion legislation was first codified in sections 181 and 182 of the
Penal Code for Prussia (1851), which formed the basis for the Penal Code of
the North German Federation (1870). On 15 May 1871 the latter code was in-
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corporated into paragraphs 218-220 of the Penal Code for the German Reich,
taking effect on 1 January 1872. Paragraph 218 stated that a pregnant woman
who purposely caused herself to abort or who killed her child in utero would
be subject to a penitentiary sentence of up to five years. If there were mitigating
circumstances, detention for a term of not less than six months would be substituted. The same penalties applied to any person who, with the consent of the
pregnant woman, helped to procure the abortion or kill the fetus. Attempts to
abort were also punishable (JAMA, 1927b; Quaas, 1984).
Paragraph 219 went on to declare that any person who, for the purpose
of financial gain, procured, applied, or administered the means whereby a
pregnant woman caused herself to abort or kill the fetus would be subject to a
penitentiary sentence of up to ten years. Moreover, according to paragraph 220,
any person who purposely caused a pregnant woman, without her knowledge

or desire, to abort or kill her fetus could be subject to a penitentiary sentence

for a term of not less than two years. If the act resulted in the death of the pregnant woman, a penitentiary sentence for a term of not less than ten years, or
for life, was prescribed. Abortion to save the life of the woman did not constitute
a crime (Drage, 1885; JAMA, 1927b).

When abortion is mentioned in nineteenth century German medical literature, the author's approach is usually from a pathological or clinical perspective (e.g., Hegar, 1887). Therapeutic abortion was openly performed for

many years whenever medical emergencies were clearly apparent (Stumpf,
1907). Gradually, the growing practice of illegal abortion created concern about

the health of women, especially working women (e.g., Hamburger, 1908, 1916;
Hirsch, 1910, 1914; Winter, 1919). Demographic implications were also con-

sidered (e.g., Marcuse, 1913; Bumm, 1916; Nurnberger, 1917; Tietze, 1954).
Among the suggested remedies for reducing the incidence of illegal abortion

were better communication of knowledge about contraception, increased social

aid for unmarried mothers, broadened grounds for therapeutic abortion, greater
employment opportunities, and improved housing conditions (Gebhard et al.,
1958).

Social agitation for the liberalization of abortion laws began before 1900

(Ellis, 1913). Initially advocated by radical feminists, the cause was subsequently
supported by leading liberal lawyers, who some years before World War I

published a draft law proposing to abolish penalties for physicians performing
abortions (Heinitz, 1911). The question of whether a woman had the right to
do what she wished with her own embryo was debated from legal, moral, and
biological perspectives (e.g., Weinberg, 1905; Menjago, 1906; Zanziger, 1907;
Pappritz, 1909; Zimmermann, 1912).

During the post-World War I Weimar Republic, representatives of the

Communist Party and the Social Democratic Party introduced demands for the
legalization of abortion (whether absolute or partial) into the Reichstag deliberations (e.g., Werthauer, 1921; Theilhaber, 1925; Taussig, 1936; Hodann,
1937; Schneider, 1975). They argued for the rights of women, noted that
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working women were seriously harmed by an excessive number of pregnancies
occurring in quick succession, and cited the dangers of illegal abortions induced
by untrained persons. Complications associated with the rise in illegal abortions
were blamed for the increasing incidence of maternal mortality (e.g., JAMA,
1925; Levy-Lenz, 1926; Liepmann, 1927). The Communist Party Reichstag
Delegation advocated abrogation of Penal Code prohibitions against birth control advocacy, contraceptive sales, and the provision of free advice on birth

control. It recommended access to legal abortion without cost (Glass, 1940).
In 1925, the German Medical Association convened a meeting in Leipzig
to consider changes in the abortion law. Although the participants supported
lesser penalties-prison instead of penitentiary-they talked mostly about "the
crime of abortion" and "the abortion plague" (Lehfeldt, 1986). They also resolved to call a halt to "lenient" interpretation of the law, proposing that two
physicians be appointed in every city to certify that a "necessity" existed for the

operation. Meanwhile, members of the League of Socialist Physicians appeared
as expert witnesses for defendants in court cases: Hirsch advocated abortion for

eugenic reasons (JAMA, 1926), and Theilhaber urged that (in this pre-antibiotic
era) venereal disease of the woman be considered an indication for pregnancy
interruption (Lehfeldt, 1986).

Despite the opposition of the Roman Catholic Center Party and smaller
German nationalist parties, a majority of the Reichstag voted on 18 May 1926
to consolidate paragraphs 218-220 of the Penal Code into a single paragraph
218, reducing the severity of sentences and making abortion a misdemeanor

when not performed for economic gain (Reichsgesetzblatt, 1926). Detention
ranging from a minimum of one day to a maximum of five years was prescribed
for a woman who induced her own abortion or killed the fetus in utero, or who
allowed this to be undertaken by another person. The same penalty was to be
imposed on the individual who performed the act upon a woman. If the abortion was performed for profit or without the consent of the pregnant woman,

the penalty was to be a penitentiary sentence ranging from one to 15 years,
though this might be reduced to detention of less than three months if extenuating circumstances prevailed (Reichsgesetzblatt, 1926; JAMA, 1927b).

Since criteria for legal abortion remained unchanged, the incidence of
illegal termninations continued to increase. In 1926 Hamburg reported about two
abortions per three live births (Gellhorn, 1928). In Berlin abortions exceeded
live births. Only a small proportion of cases resulted in criminal prosecutions,
the majority of those sentenced being economically disadvantaged women
unable to afford a proper medical procedure (e.g., Klauber, 1926).
In 1927 the Supreme Court of Germany ruled that abortion was not

punishable if danger to life "is not otherwise to be avoided" (Bulletin, 1980).
This ruling was broadly interpreted, with medical societies agreeing that an

abortion could be performed when a second physician confirmed in writing that
a woman suffered from a condition incompatible with her pregnancy. Abortion

services became available in major cities, with ambulatory facilities springing
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up in more sparsely settled communities (Amendt et al., 1979). Still, over 3,800
convictions were recorded in 1927, with offenders representing a wide spectrum
of occupations and economic circumstances (Hagemann, 1933).

In the continuing Reichstag deliberations, a 1927 draft failed to include
any indications for abortion other than medical reasons (JAMA, 1927c). At the
1929 hearings, representatives of the Social Democratic Party and the Com-

munist Party advocated abortion on request, if performed by a physician in the
first three months of pregnancy. The German National Party held that such a
provision would have suicidal consequences for the life blood and continuity
of the German people. A delegate of the Roman Catholic Center Party declared
that the Church would continue to oppose every method of contraception and
all means of inducing abortion, believing that control of the sexual impulse was
the only permissible form of birth control. The Ministry of Justice stated that
additional weakening of penal regulations was not desirable (JAMA, 1929).
On 12 March 1930, Nazi Party delegates to the Reichstag foreshadowed
the future wheni they offered a bill designed to extend paragraph 218: "Whoever

undertakes to artificially block the natural fertility of the German Volk to the
detriment of the German nation, or promotes such endeavors by word, pub-

lication, picture or any other means, or who by mixing with members of the
Jewish blood-community or colored races contributes to the racial deterioration
and decomposition of the German Volk, or threatens to contribute to such endeavors, will be punished with a penitentiary sentence for racial treason" (Wolf
and Hammer, 1978, p. 281).

As parliamentary maneuvers delayed a Reichstag vote, the public debate
over abortion reform continued. The artist Kathe Kollwitz movingly portrayed
the lot of working-class women (Crede-Horder, 1927). Novelists and play-

wrights dramatized the plight of women with unintended pregnancies (e.g.,

Rehfisch, 1929; Krey, 1931). Physicians wrote plays that were widely perforned (e.g., Wolf, 1929; Crede-Horder, 1930). In 1931, Brecht and Tucholsky
contributed poems. However, the Federation of German Women's Associations
remained aloof (Grossmann, 1984).

In June 1930 the German Medical Association published a resolution

opposing abortion on any grounds other than serious danger to the health or
life of the woman (JAMA, 1930). This official attitude did not, however, reflect

a clear majority opinion. In a 1931 survey of the Hamburg Council of Physicians,

with a 70 percent return rate, three-quarters of the respondents favored changing the law to allow abortion for medico-social indications (JAMA, 193 la,

193 1c). In a 1931 Berlin survey, 356 women physicians, representing three-

quarters of all female doctors in the city, favored abortion on request during the
first three months of pregnancy; their declaration was followed by an opposing
manifesto issued by another group of women physicians (Durand-Wever, 1930;

JAMA, 193 la). A questionnaire circulated by the League of Women Physicians
to all graduate women doctors elicited a 48 percent useful response rate; only
6.4 percent of these women preferred retention of the existing paragraph 218.
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More than 50 percent of those responding favored giving some consideration
to social and/or financial factors in cases of doubtful medical indications, suggesting that the eventual abortion decision be made by the attending physician
and a consultant, not by any one physician acting alone (JAMA, 1932).

In retrospect, Mehian (1955) and Ehrenfried (1985) recall the conditions
of workers' families: the hunger, the crowded housing, and the numerous

children. This situation is also reflected in the notes on 426 abortions performed
by one small-town physician; only 17 percent of the women were unmarried

(Grotjahn, 1932). Lehfeldt (1987) remembers that most doctors did not want

to have anything to do with abortion, turning away women who sought their
assistance.

With the deepening economic depression and the ensuing social unrest,
the demand for abortion increased (JAMA, 193 lb). At the Siemens factory in
Berlin, the abortion ratio per hundred live births rose from 109 in 1926 to 133

in 1927, subsequently declining to 85 in 1929 before rising again to 113 in 1932
(Glass, 1940). In the city of Liubeck, which was deemed to have maintained

particularly good statistical records, the reported abortion ratio per hundred live
births was fairly stable at around 47 between 1927 and 1930, subsequently increasing to 51 in 1931 and peaking at 65 in 1932 (Glass, 1940; UN Population

Division, 1954). Later studies suggest a ratio of 44 reported legal abortions per
hundred live births in 1932 in Germany (Mehlan, 1955). Amid growing tur-

moil, political crises, and repeated dissolutions of the Reichstag, the draft revisions of the Penal Code were never voted into law. While the number of court
cases against physicians for performing illegal abortions declined sharply, by
1933 over 30,000 women were registered in the files of the criminal police as
serving (mostly brief) detention sentences for having obtained an illegal abortion (Giese, 1985; von Soden, 1985).

Sex education and contraception: 1905-33
The post-World War I struggle for the liberalization of abortion was part of a

concurrent effort to improve sex education and make contraceptives more
readily available to the general public, particularly to workers' families. The

history of the birth control movement in Germany has been well described by

others (e.g., Lehfeldt, 1932, 1986; Hodann, 1937; Glass, 1940; Mehlan, 1970).

The beginnings occurred in 1905 in Dresden when Helene Stocker founded the
German League for Mother's Protection and Sex Reform and established a

counseling clinic. She advocated a new "social morality," which addressed
broader concerns, reforms, and feminism. Proclaiming that access to eugenic
education, contraceptive counseling, and legal abortion was a woman's birthright, she fought for divorce reform and aid for mothers, whether married or

not, while rejecting affiliation with any political party (Hackett, 1984). The first
marriage counseling center was established in Dresden in 1911, shortly after
the Fourth International Congress on Birth Control had been held there and
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one year before Margaret Sanger founded the American League for Birth Control (Giese, 1985).

In 1913, F. A. Theilhaber organized the Society for Sex Reform, dedicated

to the improvement of birth control and the legalization of abortion. He also
published a book on the vaginal sponge as a contraceptive (Theilhaber, 1913).
In 1929, Hirschfeld founded the Institute for Sexology, whose Berlin clinic was

the first to focus on sexual deviations. By the time Margaret Sanger visited Germany in 1927, contraceptive advisory centers were operating in most larger
towns, with traveling services dispatched on a regular basis to less populated
areas (Juchacz, 1929). Beginning in 1928, postgraduate courses on birth control
were organized for physicians in Berlin (e.g., Lehfeldt, 1929, 1930; Harmsen,
1930; Lehmann, 1932; Giese, 1985). In 1930, Lehfeldt and Hirsch opened a
Marriage and Sex Advisory Center under the patronage of the Society for Sex
Reform, with Theilhaber as sexological consultant. Except for an occasional
nominal fee, consultations were gratis (Lehfeldt, 1986). Contraception was

advocated instead of reliance on abortion (e.g., Harmsen, 1931, 1936a). By
1933 more than 15 organizations had merged into the National Association for
Birth Control, with a combined membership exceeding 50,000. Over 100 centers gave contraceptive advice at little or no cost. Publications further stimulated
demand (Lehfeldt, 1986, 1987). This development was in accord with the

Weimar Republic's reputation for modernity and a high standard of living.
Popular culture celebrated sexual liberation, and feminists fought to implement

the equality of the sexes proclaimed in the constitution (e.g., Stephenson, 1975;
Bock, 1984). Meanwhile, the Nazi Party's views were summarized in Goeb-

bels's (1929) statement: "The mission of women is to be beautiful and to bring
children into the world" (p. 41).

While social gynecology was blossoming (Schneck, 1980), the opposition
of organized medicine was expressed in a 1928 Resolution of a committee of

the Prussian Council of Physicians. It held that "contraception as a professional
practice is considered undesirable" (Hodann, 1937, p. 205). Lehfeldt (1987)
remembers that most physicians were opposed to dispensing or advising about

contraceptives, knew only about condoms and rhythm, and denounced colleagues who supported birth control. Most Krankenkassen (sick-benefit funds),

dominated by physicians, did not wish to pay for contraceptive services. By
1933, the general public was considerably in advance of organized medicine
in its acceptance of contraceptives.

Demographic trends, eugenics, and racial
hygiene: 1883-1933
Like most other European countries, Germany experienced a fairly continuous
decline of the birth rate, beginning about the third quarter of the nineteenth
century. From a level of 39.2 births per thousand population in the period 187680, a slow but steady fall reduced the rate to 35.6 in 1900 and 31.6 in 1906-
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10. The decline accelerated during and after World War I, reaching 26.8 in 1914,
25.8 in 1920,20.7 in 1925, 17.5 in 1930, and 14.7 in 1933 (Tietze, 1936). The
net reproduction rate, which was 1.44 in 1881-90, fell to 0.92 in 1924-26 and
0.71 in 1933, considerably below replacement level and lower than in any other
European country except Austria (Glass, 1940).
Many books and articles lamented the declining birth rate, predicting dire

consequences for the nation (e.g., Grotjahn, 1921; Harmsen, 1929; Harmsen
and von Loesch, 1929). Proposed remedies ranged from economic incentives
to encourage births to vigorous suppression of contraception and severe pen-

alties for abortion. Mixed with these discussions were suggestions based on
eugenics or racial hygiene, which argued that men or women considered to be
transmitters of hereditary forms of inferiority, or to be of "lesser value" to the
German Volk, be sterilized to prevent them from having children (e.g., Krankeleit, 1929; Harmsen, 193 lb).

Much of the early German thinking on eugenics emerged from arguments
and policies developed largely in Britain and the United States during the latter
part of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century. The term

"eugenics" derives from the Greek word for "well born." Coined in 1883 by
Francis Galton, cousin of Charles Darwin, eugenics was defined as "the science

which deals with all influences which improve the inborn qualities of race and
develop them to utmost advantage" (F. Tietze, 1939, p. 105). Galton based his
principles of strengthening a biological group on ostensible hereditary worth,
a theory that fit well with the German concept of racial hygiene, the notion of

purifying the German Volk. The term Volk cannot be readily translated as
"people"; it is more suggestive of a collective embodying an eternal racial-cultural substance (e.g., Mosse, 1964) or an organism to be purified, revitalized,
and preserved in ways that transcend individual fate (e.g., Lifton, 1986).
The German version of eugenics had its own ancestor, Ernst Haeckel
(1834-1919), a highly regarded medical zoologist, biologist, and early Dar-

winian. He was also a strong racist, embraced Galton's concepts, and believed
in a mystical Volk (Mosse, 1978). Haeckel was to become what Gasman (1971)

called "Germany's major prophet of political biology," exerting considerable
influence on Nazi thought. The term "racial hygiene" was proposed in 1895,
some dozen years after Galton's "eugenics," by Alfred Pl6tz, a physician and
social-Darwinist who founded the German Society for Racial Hygiene in 1904.
His pupil, Fritz Lenz, wrote that "race was the criterion of value" and that,
without a radical eugenics project, "our [Nordic] race is doomed to extinction"
(Lenz, 1923; Lifton, 1986, p. 24). Moreover, the principal purpose of the state
was not to preserve individual rights but to serve the race.

Lectures presented to the Berlin Eugenics Society achieved prominence

after World War I (e.g., JAMA, 1921, 1922). In 1923 a Chair of Racial Hygiene
was established at the University of Munich with Lenz as the first professor.
Compulsory sterilization was advocated by a growing number of influential
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biologists and physicians (e.g., JAMA, 1925). Their views were endorsed by the
emerging Nazi movement (e.g., Harmsen, 1933; Kaupen-Haas, 1984). Writing

in Mein Kampf in the mid- 1920s, Hitler declared the sacred racial mission of the

Gernan Volk to be "assembling and preserving the most valuable stocks of basic

racial elements [and] . .. slowly and surely raising them to a dominant position." He was specific about the necessity for sterilization to achieve a statemediated race, noting that "if the power to fight for one's own health is no longer
present, the right to live in this world of struggle ends" (Hitler, 1943, pp. 403404,257).

Hitler interpreted the chaos and demoralization afflicting postwar Germany as an "illness" of the Aryan race. He wrote in Mein Kampf that "anyone

who wants to cure this era, which is inwardly sick and rotten, must first of all
summon up the courage to make clear the causes of the disease" (p. 435). The

diagnosis was racial. The only "culture-creating" race, the Aryans, had permitted themselves to be weakened to the point of endangered survival by the

"destroyers of the culture," characterized as "the Jew" (pp. 150, 300-308). By
1933, racial hygiene was taught in most medical faculties by medical scientists,

who, even if they did not fully embrace Nazi racism, welcomed the opportunity
of translating their intrinsically theoretical research into government policy
(Fischer, 1943). Eugenics was to merge with racial hygiene, becoming the cen-

tral core of Nazi population policies.
It may be useful to recall here that the American eugenics movement,
building on Galton, attained its greatest impact between 1905 and 1935, in-

fluencing immigration legislation, the family planning movement, and compulsory sterilization activities in 30 states (e.g., Gordon, 1976; Chase, 1977;

Kevles, 1985). As summarized by Hubbard (1986), eugenics evolved as a response to several related fears: that humane care for people with disabilities

would infeeble the "race" because they would survive to pass their disabilities
on to their children; that not just mental and physical disorders, but also poverty,
criminality, alcoholism, prostitution, and other social problems were biological
and inherited; and that genetically inferior people were reproducing faster than
superior people and would eventually displace them. Although none of these
fears was based on empirical evidence, they fueled racist thinking and programs.

The Nazi era: 1933-39
On 30 January 1933 Hitler assumed office as Chancellor of the Third Reich. On
6 May of the same year the Nazis demolished Hirschfeld's Institute for Sexology
in Berlin, closed all sex and marriage counseling centers, and destroyed research

papers, books, and educational materials. Some, like Lehfeldt (1987), had an-

ticipated this action and closed their centers voluntarily, thus safeguarding their
lists of patients and preventing their fall into Nazi hands. Sex education asso-

ciations were dissolved, the League of Socialist Physicians was disbanded, and
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the Institute for Social Gynecology and its journal were shut down. Leading
persons in the birth control movement were arrested, pushed into retirement,
or "persuaded" to emigrate (Hodann, 1934; Schneck, 1985).
While the sale of contraceptives was not prohibited, advertisements were

restricted in accord with a broad interpretation of the existing law prescribing
a prison sentence up to one year and/or a fine for anyone publicly displaying,
recommending, or giving information about methods or objects for preventing

venereal diseases, or if intended for "lecherous" purposes. The dispensing of

contraceptives by private physicians was deemed a "gray area" (Lehfeldt, 1987)
in view of Hitler's stated position that "the use of contraceptives means a vi-

olation of nature, a degradation of womanhood, motherhood, and love" (cited
by Potts et al., 1977).
On 26 May 1933 paragraphs 219 and 220 were reintroduced into the

Penal Code by government decree. Paragraph 219 declared that anyone who,

for the purpose of abortion, advertises or recommends certain articles or procedures, or exhibits them to the general public, will be punished by a fine or a
prison sentence for a period not exceeding two years. Paragraph 219 was not

applicable if articles or procedures used for medically indicated abortions were
advertised to physicians or in medical or pharmaceutical journals. Paragraph
220 stated that anyone who publicly offers his services or the services of a third

person for the purpose of an abortion will be punished by a fine or prison sen-

tence of up to two years (Reichsgesetzblatt, 1933a; JAMA, 1933c). These paragraphs were used to suppress the trade in abortifacients. Soon thereafter, the

Medical Director of the Prussian Ministry of the Interior declared that "com-

mercial abortion must be sternly suppressed" (JAMA, 193 3a). On 8 September
1933 the Berlin Council of Physicians proclaimed that the practice of abortion

"shall be exterminated with a strong hand.... The Council warns all practitioners who may seek to save their practice in abortion, by alleging that they

only take cases in which abortion has already been attempted, that proceedings
will be taken against every evil-doer who dares to injure our sacred healthy
race" (Hodann, 1934; JAMA, 1934b). The council ruled that reliable (i.e., Nazi)

medical specialists, appointed in each municipal district of Berlin, were to review every case in which an attending physician deemed an abortion necessary.

Any procedures performed in contravention of this rule were to be considered
illegal and punishable within the meaning of paragraph 218 of the Penal Code.

The strict attitude of the courts was shown in the sentencing of a 62-year-old
abortionist to an eight-year penitentiary sentence (JAMA, 1934b). Conditions

of confinement in a penitentiary were generally harsher than those in a prison.
The newly created Ministry of Propaganda established an "Office for Exploring Population Policies." On 20 June 1933 regulations were issued to implement a law authorizing interest-free loans to newly married couples, provided they were biologically sound, their fecundity would be "in the public
interest," and the woman was not in paid employment. One-quarter of the in-
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itial loan was to be canceled on the birth of each of the first four children

(Reichsgesetzblatt, 1933b). In subsequent years modifications were made in eligibility requirements and conditions for participation in diverse schemes to

increase fertility (e.g., Hankins, 1937; Glass, 1940). Funds for granting loans
were initially raised by taxes on unmarried working men and women. Mean-

while, a Ministry of Health commentary focused on "the duty of the healthy
woman to procreate" (Minuth, 1983).

The Commission for the Consideration of Demographic Problems was
replaced by an Expert Council for Social and Eugenic Problems, and the German
Journalfor Public Health and Social Security was renamed the Journalfor the Pro-

motion of Racial Hygiene, published by the newly established office for the Pro-

motion of Population Policy and Racial Hygiene (JAMA, 1933a). On 22 June
1933, Wilhelm Frick, Minister of the Interior, introduced draft legislation for
forced sterilization, with a declaration that Germany was in danger of Volkstod
(death of the race) and that harsh and sweeping measures were necessary to
preserve the nation. The German public health service was to become the im-

plementing agent for Nazi racial and eugenic concepts (Bock, 1979).
On 14 July 1933 the Cabinet enacted a Law for the Prevention of Hered-

itary Diseases in Future Generations, to be implemented on 1 January 1934 for
the purpose of preventing the propagation of "lives unworthy of life." Among
the stipulated categories of the "hereditarily sick" to be surgically sterilized were
persons suffering from congenital mental retardation, schizophrenia, manicdepressive insanity, epilepsy, Huntington's chorea, hereditary blindness, hereditary deafness, grave bodily malformation, and severe alcoholism (Reichs-

gesetzblatt, 1933c). Special "Hereditary Health Courts" were established to
conduct the legal proceedings. These courts had a district judge as presiding officer, joined by an administrative health officer and another physician "who

should be fully conversant with the doctrine of hereditary health." All physicians were legally required to report to health officers anyone they encountered
in their practice or elsewhere who fell into any of the categories for sterilization,

and also to give testimony unrestricted by the principle of doctor-patient con-

fidentiality. The entire coercive procedure was backed by law and police power
(e.g., JAMA, 1933b, 1934c, 1934d, 1934e, 1935a, 1935b, 1935d; Peter, 1934;

Nowak, 1977, 1986; Lifton, 1986).
The official commentary and interpretation of the law suggested that its
intent was eugenic and not punitive, a sanitary measure required to cure not

an individual but the collective, the Volk, of elements that threatened its health
(JAMA, 1933b; Hubbard, 1986; Proctor, 1988). Detailed instructions were
promulgated on 7 December 1933 (Reichsgesetzblatt, 1933d). In 1934, of the

petitions heard before the 205 hereditary health courts, 94 percent resulted in
sterilization, while only 6 percent of the petitions were denied. Of 8,219 appeals

to 26 superior hereditary health courts, only 377 (5 percent) were upheld.
Moreover, in 299 cases in which the hereditary health courts had denied the
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initial petition for sterilization, an appeal to the next higher court resulted in

reversals in 179 (60 percent) of the cases (JAMA, 1935d). An actual appearance
of the affected person was often not required by the courts. Card indexes were
established in eugenic research centers. And, in an address to the Kaiser Wilhelm Society, Lenz cautioned that hereditary defects could be transmitted by
persons who appear healthy (JAMA, 193 5b). Special attention was given to the
racial hygiene responsibilities of women physicians (Bluhm, 1936).
The legal structure cloaked considerable chaos and arbitrariness in the
criteria for sterilization, especially in regard to psychiatric conditions, which,

though not always well substantiated, formed the basis for most sterilization
decisions. That nonmedical aspects could affect diagnoses was evident from the
directive of Martin Bormann, Hitler's private secretary, cautioning that political

behavior be considered in making a diagnosis of mental retardation. One im-

plication was that anyone hostile to the Nazis could be labeled "retarded" but
that caution was required in thus identifying a devoted Party member (Pfafflin

and Gross, 1982; Lifton, 1986). For some physicians, Hegelian "rational utility"
had superseded moral and ethical values (Alexander, 1949). The physicianpatient relationship was replaced by "the holy obligation to the state" (Lohr,
1935, p. 233).

At the 1936 Nazi Party Congress, the Reich Chief Physician, Gerhard
Wagner (1936), declared that "the heritage and race idea does not stem from
our scientific, but from our National Socialist convictions.... It was not schol-

arly scientists, but our Fuhrer Adolf Hitler who made heritage and race the core
of our National Socialist philosophy and shaped it into the foundation stone of
the reconstruction of our Volk . .. that determines our entire attitude to things
and questions in life from basics upwards" (p. 39). Subsequent events have been

well documented by others (e.g., Nowak, 1977, 1986; Klee, 1983, 1985; Lifton,
1986; Muller-Hill, 1987; Proctor, 1988).

By 1937, German authorities had sterilized some 225,000 people, almost
ten times the number so treated in the previous 30 years in America. About half

were reported to be mentally retarded (Kevles, 1985). This was in considerable
contrast to the experience in Great Britain and the United States, where legal
questions were raised about individual rights and the limited factual knowledge
about heredity. In the United States such actions eventually led to the recision
or inactivation of sterilization laws in those states where they had been approved
(Lifton, 1986).

Although eugenic indications for abortions were technically still prohibited by German law, some hereditary health courts held that such abortions

were exempt from punishment (JAMA, 1934a, 193 5c; Brucks and Rothmaler,
1984). Following a legal ruling of 18 July 1935, sterilization and abortion could
be performed concurrently, provided the abortion occurred before the sixth
month of pregnancy and was approved by specially appointed experts who did
not participate in the operation (Reichsgesetzblatt, 1935a, 1935b; JAMA, 1935d;
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Ristow, 1935; Schlager, 1941). Guidelines were published (Stadler, 1936) and
instructions issued requiring that every induced abortion, every miscarriage
occurring before the thirty-second week of pregnancy, and every premature

birth be reported in writing to specified authorities within three days. This meant
that women who previously sought illegal abortions, feeling secure that complications could be attended by a physician without being reported as an abor-

tion, might now be deterred by the fear of possible legal proceedings from terminating unwanted pregnancies. But, the guidelines could also increase the

morbidity of illegal abortions by reducing the number of women willing to face

possible legal consequences of seeking medical treatment for postabortive
complications (Glass, 1940).

As criteria for obtaining legal abortions were ever more strictly interpreted, the number of requests for pregnancy interruption declined sharply from
34,690 in 1932 to 4,391 in 1936 and 3,400 in 1937 (Dorsch, 1939; Stadler,

1939; Eymer, 1939). Concurrently, illegal abortionists were punished more
severely. Monetary fines declined from 33 percent of all sentences to 11 percent
in 1935, when 85 percent of all offenders were sentenced to imprisonment,
usually for longer terms than had been imposed before 1933 (Garn, 1984). By
1938, the number of convictions for offenses against paragraph 218 reached
nearly 7,000, a 65 percent increase from the 4,200 convictions of 1932 (Bock,
1984, p. 276). Although fewer than 5 percent of all physicians were women,

the majority of physicians arrested on charges of abortion were female. This
imbalance resulted from several factors. A disproportionate number of women
physicians were married gynecologists. Legislation limiting work opportunities
for married women often prevented them from practicing (except in their hus-

bands' practices if they were also physicians). It also excluded them from receiving sick-fund insurance payments. "Many must have chosen to continue
their profession clandestinely" and were accessible to women who sought their
services (Koonz, 1987, p. 186).

From 26 August to 1 September 1935 the Congress of the International

Union for the Scientific Investigation of Population Problems (now the International Union for the Scientific Study of Population) was convened in Berlin,
with participants from 40 countries. The editors of the Congress Report, Harmsen and Lohse (1936), commented that German population science was given
an opportunity to present its concepts and the "initial results of scientific work
stemming from the scientifically based population policy of the German Gov-

ernment." The word "abortion" did not appear in the title of a single paper
presented at the Congress. In his own contribution, Harmsen (1936b) warned

of the dangers of mixed marriages for the hygienic development of the race.
Several decades elapsed before a German sociologist, in a 1979 Diplom thesis,
analyzed the Nazi approach to demography, racial hygiene, and population
science, as well as the evolution of academic resources, training, and policy implementation in the Third Reich (Lenz, 1983).
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On 15 September 1935 the Reichstag unanimously adopted the (Nuremberg) Law for the Protection of German Blood and German Honor. It forbade marriages or extramarital relations between Jews and citizens of German

or cognate blood and prohibited Jews from employing female domestic household help of German blood under 45 years of age. Moreover, Jews were no

longer permitted to display the national colors of Germany (Reichsgesetzblatt,
1935c; JAMA, 1935c). Nothing was said about terminating pregnancies conceived in violation of the law. Wolff (1973) and Mehlan (1986) recall that in
such circumstances abortions were permitted on the basis of an implied "racial

indication" consistent with Nazi ideology. On occasion, hereditary health courts

declared a "racial emergency situation" (Lifton, 1986). In 1938 a Jewish couple

was acquitted of attempting to procure an abortion on the grounds that paragraph 218 did not apply to the protection of a Jewish embryo (Potts, Diggory,
and Peel, 1977). A March 1939 policy directive noted that the restrictions on
abortion did not apply to Jews (Informationsdienst, 1939; Stephenson, 1975).

An oral history confirmed that abortions were performed on Jewish women
during this period (Heydemann, 1987).
In October 1934 the Secret Police established a task force to combat

homosexuality. Shortly thereafter, the task force became the Bureau to Fight
against Homosexuality and Abortion (Mosse, 1985). German physicians con-

tinued to complain about illegal abortions performed by "underhanded

quacks," resulting in complications (JAMA, 1935c). With the increasing vigilance in implementing the strict prohibitions against abortion, the Ministry of
Justice reported a 70 percent rise in the number of persons accused of performing illegal procedures in 1937 as compared with 1936, and an additional 44
percent increase in the first quarter of 1938 as compared with the average for
all of 1937 (Stolzenburg, 1938).

The Gestapo-led antiabortion campaign intensified in 1937, when nine
times as many abortionists faced criminal charges as in 1936. By 1938 court

cases were about double those of 1936, but in 1939 the number declined to the
1934 level. Of the 91 professional abortionists prosecuted in the period 193539, over 90 percent were women, mostly midwives previously disbarred for
abortion-related activities. Sentences imposed were penitentiary terms ranging

from one to eight years, with an average of four years (Bichelmeir, 1941).
The total number of petitions for legal abortions declined from 43,912 in
1932 to 2,275 in 1939. The rate of petitions fell from 6.58 per 10,000 population
in 1932 to 0.33 in 1939, while the rate of approved petitions decreased from

5.28 per 10,000 population in 1932 to 0.23 in 1939 (Wolff, 1973; Mehlan and
Harmsen, 1976). The reported legal abortion ratio had declined to 2.2 terminations per hundred live births (Mehlan, 1955). Meanwhile, the effort to mo-

tivate childbearing increased through exhortations in official publications and
the media, and provision of economic incentives. If the total number of preg-

nancies reported in Germany had remained at the 1932 level, and the frequency
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of reported illegal abortions had fallen at the rate cited earlier for Lubeck, there

would have been more live births in 1938 than were actually reported that year.
Thus, if the suppression of abortion was as successful as claimed, that by itself
would have accounted for the increase in births (Glass, 1940). The human dif-

ficulties in dealing with an unwanted pregnancy, the search for an illegal abor-

tionist, and the consequences of suffering complications, confronting the criminal police, and serving a prison sentence are poignantly noted in an oral history
(Joachimsen, 1971).

The war years: 1939-45
With the beginning of World War IL, the fight against abortion intensified.
Guidelines were published on how state attorneys and judges should question
suspected abortionists, thus improving the results of their interrogations and
increasing the chances for conviction (e.g., Preiser, 1939/40). In 1939 the card

catalogue maintained by the Bureau to Fight against Homosexuality and
Abortion (now administered by the Criminal Police) listed 8,000 abortionists,

including 1,020 physicians, 495 midwives, 355 health workers, 4,090 women,
and 2,040 other untrained persons. The Criminal Police reported that Jewish

physicians in the eastern provinces of Czechoslovakia, who were alleged to have
provided abortion services to German women, fled or were "put out of commission" with the arrival of German troops (Reichssicherheitshauptamt, 1940).
In 1940, another 849 names were added to the catalogue, a smaller number
than in the previous year.
By Police Ordinance of 9 February 1941, each case of abortion was to be
reported directly to the card catalogue. The information to be supplied included

the names, occupations, and addresses of everyone involved in an abortion;
detailed description of the technique used (with samples of instruments, if pos-

sible); payment demanded and received; exact time; and a short summary of
events (Mitteilungsblatt, 1941 a).

While prosecutions for abortion are seldom indicative of actual trends,
particularly under wartime conditions, reported court cases for offenses against
paragraph 218 decreased from 5,737 in 1937 to 4,943 in 1939 and 1,952 in
1940. They rose again to 2,715 in 1941, 3,116 in 1942, and 1,340 in the first
quarter of 1943, reaching the 1937 level. Most of the offenders were women

described as professional abortionists. Their proportion ranged from 69 percent
in 1937 to 81 percent in 1941 and 82 percent in 1942. That these abortionists

became more proficient in their practice is indicated by the decline in prosecutions of repeat offenders, dropping from 20 percent in 1937 to 1 6 percent in
1941 (Central Statistical Office, 1944). The trend in reported statistics is some-

what corroborated by the reliable Lubeck figures, which show a decline in the
abortion ratio from 12.5 abortions per hundred live births in 1939 to 10.5 in
1940 before rising again to 10.9 in 1941 and 12.4 in 1942 (Lubeck, 1954).
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Winter and Naujoks (1949) recall that in Leipzig in 1940 there was one abortion
per two live births.

A likely reason for the increase in illegal abortion was the Police Ordinance of 21 January 1941 prohibiting the importation, manufacture, or sale of
methods, materials, or instruments likely to prevent or interrupt pregnancy. The

Ordinance prohibited not only vaginal specula and intrauterine devices, but also
"such substances and preparations embodied in manufactured products, as are
intended for introduction into the vagina and are capable of preventing preg-

nancy." Also forbidden were irradiation, injections, or any other medical
treatment administered for the purpose of preventing conception. Punishment

for offenses involved fines up to RM 150 and/or prison sentences up to six weeks
(Reichsgesetzblatt, 1941, p. 63; Harmsen, 1950). Subsequently published reg-

ulations assigned responsibility for enforcing the Ordinance to the Criminal
Police and, in the period August-October 1941, systematically listed by brand
name 23 varieties of paste, vaginal tablets, emulsifying agents, powders, sup-

positories, and other contraceptives produced by specific companies identified
as located at cited addresses in Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, England,

France, the Netherlands, Romania, and Switzerland (Mitteilungsblatt, 1941b,
c, d). Condoms, not mentioned in the Ordinance, were exempted at the request
of military authorities to help prevent venereal disease (Harmsen, 1950; Mehlan, 1986).
As social conditions deteriorated in wartime Germany, cases brought to

court for offenses against the "Ordinance for the Safeguarding of German National Military Potential" skyrocketed from 1,909 in 1940 to 4,345 in 1941 and
9,108 in 1942 (Bleuel, 1973). Meanwhile, to cope with racially undesirable
offspring, Reich Health Leader Leonard Conti, in a secret Decree of September
1940, granted health officers permission to perform eugenic sterilization and

abortion on prostitutes, women of inferior character, and those of alien race
(Bock, 1984). Difficulties mounted as a growing number of German women

became pregnant by foreign workers or prisoners of war.
Concern about the resurgence of illegal abortion and the increasing
proficiency of abortionists is apparent in the confidential reports forwarded periodically to Berlin by local agents of Himmler's Secret Security Service (Stephenson, 1975; Boberach, 1984). Extramarital affairs increased as the war

continued. A more detailed report of February 1942 from the Attorney General
of Dusseldorf to the Secretary of State in the Ministry of Justice in Berlin cites
the case of local party officials who engaged in sex while accompanying a chil-

dren's transport to the countryside. Subsequently, the head of the Security Service was sentenced to two years in prison for procuring an abortionist. The regional director of the Nazi Welfare Organization who had made his home

available for the operation committed suicide, and the abortionist and his associates faced stiff court sentences (Dusseldorf, 1942).
At a February 1942 meeting of the Ministry of Justice, judges were ac-
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cused of being too lenient toward abortion. In the case of self-induced abortion
or abortion by another party, "the sentences imposed are still too light. It is no
longer tolerable in any part of the Reich that a sentence should be determined

by factors strongly reminiscent of the idea of social abortion" (Bleuel, 1973, p.
237). Abortion should be permissible only on racial grounds, such as when one
partner was of "impure blood." The "vital energy of the people" was to be the

supreme criterion in determining the degree of punishment to be imposed on
the physician, midwife, or any untrained person who terminated an unwanted
pregnancy.

The severest abortion prohibitions were incorporated into law on 9 March
1943. Subparagraph 5 to paragraph 218 stated that "a woman who kills her

fetus or permits such a killing by another will be punished by a prison sentence
and, in especially serious cases, by penitentiary. An attempt is punishable.
Whoever else kills the fetus of a pregnant woman will be punished by a penitentiary sentence, in milder cases by prison. If the perpetrator through such
deeds continuously impairs the vitality of the German Volk, the death penalty
can be imposed. Whoever procures for the pregnant woman a means or objects
for killing the fetus will be punished by prison sentence, and in especially serious
cases, by penitentiary" (Reichsgesetzblatt, 1943; Die Deutsche Polizei, 1943).
Paragraph 219, which originally referred only to devices for abortion, was

revised to apply to contraceptives by stating that "whoever manufactures, advertises, or sells means or objects intended to prevent or interrupt pregnancy

or prevent venereal disease purposely or contrary to regulations will be sentenced to imprisonment for up to two years or a fine." In addition, paragraph
226(b) was introduced, prescribing that "any person who, unless legally authorized, wilfully destroys in herself or others, even with their consent, the
procreative capability, or reduces this capability in any fundamental degree by

radiation or hormone treatment, will be punished by imprisonment of not less
than three months, or by penitentiary in especially severe cases, unless the offense is liable to even stricter punishment under other legal provisions"
(Reichsgesetzblatt, 1943; Harmsen, 1950). Additional paragraphs in the law of
9 March 1943 exempted from its provisions non-German residents of the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia, as well as foreign workers residing in Ger-

many, unless their activities are perceived to be injurious to the vitality of the
German Volk.

In an extensive commentary prepared for officers of the courts, Rietzsch
(1943) attempted to relate the severity of the punishment for abortion to the
population losses imposed by the war. He suggested that unmarried women

who may be uncertain about who fathered the fetus, or who are fearful and
ashamed, should be punished with a prison sentence, whereas other pregnant
women seeking an abortion should receive a penitentiary term at hard labor.
The most severe punishment should be reserved for "professional abortionists,"

regardless of training, who perform procedures for a fee. Evidence of having
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terminated pregnancies in at least three different women should suffice for imposing a death sentence. Prison should be considered only in milder cases,
where the birth of a healthy child was not to be expected. The commentary
reiterated the inappropriateness of applying the legislation to foreigners residing
in Germany. However, wide publicity should be given to sentences imposed in
the continuing fight against abortion. There was a widespread belief among law
enforcement officials that the reporting of illegal abortions (often by denunciation) reflected only a tiny proportion of the actual number, the so-called
black cipher (Roesner, 1943).

While there are no reliable estimates of illegal abortions for Germany as
a whole, some trends may be inferred from clinic data, recording complications

associated with illegal terminations. The Lubeck findings, cited previously,
showed a rise in the 1942 abortion ratio back to the 1939 level. At a large Ham-

burg maternity clinic, the ratio of total births to total notified abortions declined
from 20.6 in 1942 to 18.2 in 1944 (Harmsen, 1950). Similarly, in Hamburg-

Finkenau, the ratio declined from 6.3 in 1942 to 5.5 in 1943 (Mehlan, 1955).
Abortion was not discussed in medical school lectures or during intern-

ship or residency training on gynecological services. Nor was it mentioned in
connection with discussions of hereditary diseases except in relation to certain

minorities such as gypsies. Mehlan (1986) recalls from his service period at the
Women's Clinic of the University of Leipzig during 1942-44 that many abor-

tions, initiated outside the hospital, were completed by him and his colleagues.
A substantial number of these attempts to terminate unwanted pregnancies

were self-induced. Women from all segments of the population would arrive
in a bleeding condition, were treated, and then discharged a few days later. No

questions were asked and no crimninal investigations or charges were ever made.
As they became increasingly experienced, Mehlan and his colleagues occa-

sionally performed illegal procedures outside the clinic, assuming considerable
legal risks. While Mehlan remembered that a midwife had been sentenced to

death, he could not recall the case of any physician brought before a court. Nor
could he remember mention of the situation in the medical literature of the time
or in subsequent years. As Mehlan recalls the Hitler era, most physicians were

conservative, supported Nazi ideology, and opposed both abortion and contraception. Those holding more liberal views were persuaded to toe the line by
the threat of loss of the right to practice medicine, possible incarceration, or

conscription to serve on the Russian front (Mehlan, 1986).
Surviving court records indicate that the death penalty was in fact implemented. For example, a 53-year-old married housewife with a sixth-grade
education and a prior record of convictions for performing abortions beginning
in 1923 was executed in Mannheim in 1944. A 57-year-old married woman

with a seventh-grade education was convicted of having performed nine abor-

tions and was executed in Vienna in 1944. In Innsbruck a 66-year-old practical
nurse with a record of at least 21 abortions was executed in 1944, while a mid-
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wife who referred women received a four-year penitentiary term. In a 1943 case
in Vienna, an unmarried 33-year-old woman who had been impregnated by

a Serbian prisoner of war working on her farm was sentenced to a year in prison
for attempting a self-induced abortion (Mannheim, 1944; Vienna, 1944; Innsbruck, 1944; Vienna, 1943).

A glimpse of how difficult it was to obtain a legal abortion is provided by
the records of the Hamburg Council of Physicians. In the period from 2 August
1944 to 25 May 1945, the last nine months of the war, there were just 38 petitions for abortion, of which 34 (or 89 percent) were approved. The files indicate that only women whose health was most seriously threatened by the
continuing pregnancy were permitted to apply. Even under those strict con-

ditions, a woman with cancer had her request denied because there was no basis
for believing that an abortion would prolong her life (Garn, 1984).

The seriousness with which abortion was considered in some official cir-

cles was evidenced by the attention devoted to it even late in the war. For example, a 7 April 1944 letter from the Chief of the Security Service in Berlin to
the Attorney General in the Ministry of Justice complains about the previously
mentioned Innsbruck midwife, who had been sentenced on 17 January 1944

to a four-year penitentiary term. She apparently refused to respond to a written
summons to begin serving her sentence and had to be arrested on 14 February

1944. Thereupon she requested and was given a week's leave to settle affairs
related to the bombing of her home (which, the Berlin letter alleges, had not
been destroyed). Her leave was subsequently extended to 30 April 1944 for the
purpose of undergoing a needed operation (which, the Berlin letter writer

claims, had not been performed by 7 April). The Berlin Chief suspected that
further requests to extend the leave might be made or that the midwife might
otherwise try to avoid serving her sentence or perhaps engage again in abortion-

related activities. Finally, the letter writer complained that the sentencing of the
midwife was not publicized through the press and recommnended that the Innsbruck authorities be requested to take action. All this within about a year of the
German military collapse (Berlin letter, 1944).

Neither severe sentences by special courts nor arbitrary police methods

could mitigate the perceived wartime decline in Germany's social and moral
condition. Increasingly dependent on their own capabilities, many women as-

serted their sexual independence. Himmler's secret police agents wrote reports

on the noticeable "sexualization of community life," referring explicitly to the

sexual frustrations of soldiers' wives and to the bad examples set by local officials. A threshold seems to have been reached beyond which intimidation became ineffective (Bleuel, 1973; Boberach, 1984).

Shortly after the beginning of World War II, special regulations were
promulgated to control fertility among foreign workers, especially the Ostarbeiterinnen, many of whom had been sent involuntarily as forced laborers to

German farms and factories. A secret order of 19 September 1940 required im-
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mediate reporting by local health officials to the Ministry of the Interior of all

Polish women for whom an abortion was desirable for "hereditary, hygienic,
ethical, or racial indications"-grounds not permitted to German women at that
time (Ministry of the Interior, 1940). Such offspring were not deemed valuable
to the German Volk.

By Directive of 6 March 1941, Polish farm workers (male and female)

were cautioned not to mingle with German nationals in public places, were restricted to socializing in specially designated taverns, and were prohibited from
engaging in sexual relations with Germans under penalty of death. The instructions accompanying the Directive stated that its content was to be com-

municated only verbally and that any discussion of it by the laborers in written

or oral form was prohibited (Directive, 1941). Similar prohibitions were subsequently imposed on forced laborers from other Slavic countries (Shirer, 1960).

By Directive of 20 February 1942, sexual intercourse between foreign male
workers and German women became punishable by death (Directive, 1942).
As the need for workers increased, Reich Health Leader Conti signed a
confidential Circular of 5 April 1943, permitting female Ostarbeiterinnen to have
abortions on request (Circular, 1943). At the same time, the previous permission

to return home for term delivery was rescinded (Ministry of the Interior, 1943;
Reichsfuhrer SS, 1943; Garn, 1984). The woman had only to voice her request
for abortion; no written application was needed. The procedure was performed
upon certification by the labor camp physician that the woman worker had
voluntarily requested pregnancy termination (Ministry of Health, 1943). Rus-

sian and Polish women were frequently "persuaded" to request an abortion
(Brennan, 1980).

In addition to certifying that a woman had voluntarily requested an
abortion, the responsible physician had to report on the woman's general health

and pregnancy status. Information on the putative father was also required:
whether he was "a foreigner, a Russian, a German, or a member of a Germanic
tribe." If a "racially highly valued" child could be expected, SS orders from 1940
became operative, requiring that abortion be deferred and that the pregnant

woman and her partner undergo a "racial examination." On the basis of the
results obtained, it would be decided whether the future parents were racially
valuable and whether the non-German parent would be suitable for German
integration (Reichsfuhrer SS, 1940, 1943; Garn, 1984). For example, a Polish

woman whose request for abortion was denied was ordered to carry her pregnancy to term and then to give up the baby to the Nazi welfare organization

caring for "racially valuable" children (Garn, 1984).
The differential treatment of petitions for legal abortions from German
and non-German women is apparent in the August 1944-May 1945 records

of the Hamburg Council of Physicians. In the column for presenting reasons for
German women to undergo abortion, severe illnesses and health impairments
are cited. For foreign women, there are only entries stating their nationality,
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such as Polish, Ukrainian, Russian, Slav, Lithuanian, or Latvian. Of 633 petitions from these Ostarbeiterinnen, 619 (98 percent) were approved. Of the 14
rejections, 12 were denied because the women were more than 20 weeks pregnant, one because the woman was a Serb and not considered an Ostarbeiterin,
and one because the Russian woman did not want an abortion.
Differential treatment extended even to the concentration camps. SS

physicians were supposed to perform abortions on fremdvdlkisch (racially alien)

women found to be pregnant but capable of hard physical labor (Hoss, 1959).

Since Jewish women discovered to be pregnant were immediately dispatched
to the gas chambers, Jewish inmate physicians performed abortions in secret
(Lengyal, 1947; Lifton, 1986).

Experiences in neighboring occupied
countries
In Austria in 1937, nearly a year before the Anschluss, the Bundestag approved
a Statute for the Protection of Germinating Life, whose provisions were more

rigorous and severe than those of the 27 May 1852 law (No. 117) that it replaced
(Austria, 1937; JAMA, 1937). One new feature was the creation of boards of
medical verification, modeled, it seems, after those instituted by councils of
physicians in Germany. It was the duty of each board to ascertain by examination of the case record "whether all possible means of preserving the germinating life have been exhausted." The board's report, with the appended
opinions of individual members, probably exerted considerable influence on
the attending physician, who had to make the eventual decision (JAMA, 1937).

In essence, abortion was permitted only to save the life of the woman or to prevent lasting damage to her health (Mock, 1984).
After the Anschluss of March 1938, Austria ceased to exist as a separate
legal entity. It was administratively divided into the Alpen and Donau districts

of Germany, and German law superseded all previous legislation. Now German
citizens, Austrians became subjects of paragraph 218 and its revisions (e.g., Botz,
1987). As previously noted, the death penalty for inducing abortion was enforced after 1943.
In Czechoslovakia, which had declared its independence from Austria in
1918, attempts were made in the 1920s to revise paragraph 286 of the Penal

Code, whose provisions were based on the 1852 Austrian legislation. The draft
Penal Code exempted from punishment any physician who induced an abortion

with the consent of the pregnant woman for reasons of health, rape, fetal impairment, or social conditions, defined as having three living children or five
prior births and being unable to provide financially for more children (JAMA,
1927a). The revised code was never passed by Parliament. When Germany oc-

cupied Czechoslovakia and established the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia on 15 March 1939, only citizens of German nationality were made subject
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to German law. Citizens of Czech nationality were subject to the old Austrian
Penal Code of 1852. Article 16, paragraphs 144-148, stated that any woman
intentionally attempting to cause the expulsion of her fetus or the delivery of
a stillborn child had committed a crime. If the attempt failed, she was to be
punished by imprisonment of six months to one year; if the attempt succeeded,

she was to be sentenced for one to five years in a penitentiary. The same penalty,
but in harsher form, was to be imposed on the putative father if he was a party

to the crime. Any person who attempted to induce an abortion without the
woman's consent was subject to a penitentiary sentence of one to five years. If
the woman was placed in serious danger or if her health was damaged, the
penitentiary sentence was increased to five to ten years. No statistics were kept
on the actual implementation of the law during the occupation years 1939-45,

when estimates of the incidence of illegal abortion were high but unsubstantiated.

In Poland, both medical and humanitarian reasons were grounds for
abortions under paragraph 233 of the Penal Code. Pregnancies caused through
seduction or compulsion by men in positions of authority were treated under
this provision (Hodann, 1937). Otherwise, abortions were permitted only on

narrowly defined medical grounds (David and McIntyre, 1981). After German
troops entered Poland on 1 September 1939, no changes were made in abortion
legislation. To limit population growth, however, the German General Government, beginning in 1941, issued a series of circulars designed to raise the

age of marriage for Polish men and women. Initially established at different ages
in diverse geographical areas, by January 1944 the age of marriage was set at

a uniform standard of 28 years for men and 25 for women. Persons violating
these provisions were liable to severe penalties (Holzer, 1987). In the territory
annexed to the German Reich, sexual relations between Poles and German nationals were prohibited. Violations of this edict created considerable legal
problems (Konieczny and Szurgacz, 1976). By order of the Chief of the State
Security Police, instructions were promulgated in March 1942 to the criminal
police not to bring to trial cases involving Polish women who had abortions,

either self-induced or induced by others, or who had committed infanticide.

Moreover, Polish professional abortionists were not to be prosecuted so long
as they confined their activities to Polish women. Such persons were to be deported to the unannexed area of Poland. On the other hand, professional abortionists operating on German women were liable to prosecution and the death
penalty (Heydrich, 1942).
In Denmark, a Government Commission organized in 1932 recommended that induced abortion be allowed on medical, eugenic, and social
grounds, and also when the pregnancy had resulted from a criminal act, such

as rape or incest. Social grounds included economic reasons and considerations
related to the pregnancy of an unmarried woman (e.g., Gille, 1952; Rasmussen,
1983). Legislation approved in 1937 and implemented in 1939 omitted mention
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of social conditions but widened the medical reasons sufficiently to permit
abortion on diverse sociomedical grounds. According to the stated medical
reasons, "pregnancy may be interrupted when its continuation or the confinement would gravely endanger the health or life of the woman because of
her illness or weakness" (Gille, 1952, p. 178). Weakness was interpreted as deriving from physical, psychological, or social stress. The more liberal proposals
of the 1932 Commission were modified in response to the tense political situation and negative view of abortion then prevailing in Europe (Rasmussen,
1987). The German occupation authorities, who assumed control in April 1940,
did not interfere with Danish abortion practices.

Norway lacked modern abortion legislation. The 1902 Penal Code provided imprisonment for up to two years for women inducing their own abortions and up to six years for professional abortionists. The requirement that
permitted abortion to be performed only on a strict medical basis was, however,
broadly interpreted (Gebhard, 1958). In 1930 the Norwegian Medical Association requested that existing legislation be liberalized. The German occupation
did not intervene in abortion practices (Myklebust, 1987).

In Belgium, abortion had been totally banned since 1867, with no ex-

ception for reasons of health. Listed in the Penal Code among crimes "against
family order and public morality," Articles 343-353 prescribed punishment of
at least two years' imprisonment, with the woman being considered equally
guilty with the abortionist. A physician could be subject to much more severe

penalties, up to imprisonment of 20 years with hard labor. The manufacture,
advertisement, or sale of abortifacients was an offense under Article 383 and

liable to the same penalties as infractions of the legal strictures on contraceptives
(Lohle-Tart, 1975; Vekemans and Dohmen, 1982). The German occupiers did
not alter the restrictive legislation after their invasion on 10 May 1940.

In the Netherlands, the Law of 1886 deemed abortion a crime against life,
subject to severe penalties under Penal Code Articles 82,251, and 295-298. In

1911 the law was amended, making abortion a crime against public morality
as well. Abortion was considered illegal in all cases, except when performed on
"medical grounds," which were generally held to mean that the woman's life

was in serious danger. In the 1 930s the law was no longer strictly enforced. No
changes in legislation or enforcement occurred during the German occupation,
which began on 10 May 1940 (van de Kaa, 1975; Ketting and Schnabel, 1980).
Developments in France need to be considered within the context of the

widespread fear of depopulation following World War I. The Law of 31 July
1920 prohibited antinatalist propaganda and the dissemination of contraceptive
methods (Penal Code, Article 317). Only the sale of condoms was permitted as
protection against venereal disease. The Law of 27 March 1923 reinforced the

previous strictures against abortion, stipulated that a woman undergoing

abortion would be liable to imprisonment from six months to two years, and
declared that any physician or surgeon performing the procedure would be de-
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prived of professional rights to practice for one year in addition to any other
penalties imposed (Paillat and Houdaille, 1975). The failure of government

policy to influence private behavior was evidenced by the continuing low birth
rate and the marked reluctance of the public, the police, and the judiciary to
use the full powers of the law against apprehended offenders (e.g., Watson,
1952).

On 29 July 1939, barely more than a month before the beginning of World

War IL, the French Code de la Famille was enacted. It stipulated that "whosoever
procures or attempts to procure a miscarriage of a pregnant woman or of a
woman believed to be pregnant by administering to her any foodstuff, drink,

drug, or by manipulation or intervention or by any other means, whether with

the consent of the woman or not, shall be liable to imprisonment for a period
between one and five years and to a fine of between 1,800 and 36,000 francs"

(Journal Officiel, 1939). For persons habitually engaged in abortion, imprisonment could be extended to ten years and the fine increased up to 72,000
francs. Physicians or midwives who counseled or advised a woman to abort or

who procured an abortion were liable to the same penalties, could be suspended

for up to five years from professional practice, or could be permanently struck
from the professional register. Therapeutic abortions to save the life of the
woman had been permitted since 1806, however, and continued to be legal
within narrowly defined constraints (Paillat and Houdaille, 1975).

After the signing of the armistice on 22 June 1940 and the establishment
of the Petain Government in Vichy, repression of abortion was intensified. Ini-

tially, the Code was extended by court decrees, declaring that a woman could
be punished for the intention to abort even if her efforts failed or she was later

found not to have been pregnant at the time (Roy, 1943; Watson, 1952). The
Law of 1 September 1941 excluded abortionists from the benefice de sursis (suspension of sentence for a first offense with extenuating circumstances). The most
drastic innovation was the Law of 15 February 1942, which made abortion a

crime against the unborn child, society, the state, and the "race" (Journal Officiel,
1942). Commonly known as the 300 Law, being the 300th law passed by the
Vichy regime, it classified professional abortionists and their accomplices as
persons whose activities were "of a nature to do injury to the French people,"

as envisaged by the Law of 7 September 1941. This meant that abortion in Vichy
France was now deemed equivalent to sabotage and treason.

Persons charged under the Law of 7 September 1941 were tried by a spe-

cial State Tribunal whose judgment was final and implemented immediately.
The penalties envisaged by Article 11, and applicable to abortionists after 15
February 1942, included death, a life sentence at hard labor with or without

deportation, hard labor with deportation for a specified time, or imprisonment

with or without a fine. The sentence of the court was to be posted for a minimum
of 15 days outside all the main doors of the accused's home and office (Watson,
1952; Houdaille, 1987). Vichy France thus threatened the death penalty for illegal abortion a year before the German law of March 1943.
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Although brigades of special police were organized to investigate abortions in urban centers, and more cases involving more people were brought to

trial, traditional judicial leniency toward abortion tended to mitigate the effect
of the law in most cases. For example, in 1943 in the Departement of the Seine,
of 750 persons cited for breaches of the abortion laws, 237 were acquitted, 380

received sentences of less than a year's imprisonment, 112 were given prison
terms of from one to five years, and only 15 received terms of more than five
years. Of the 750 alleged offenders, 306 were women who had either tried to
induce their own abortions or were clients of abortionists (Watson, 1952). More
severe penalties were imposed by the special State Tribunal (Fedou, 1946).
The death penalty was imposed only once, on 9 June 1943, when MarieLouise Giraud, a Cherbourg laundress, was found guilty of having performed

27 abortions. Born in 1903, she was one of nine children of a gardener, failed
the state examination for primary education, and served in jail for a few months

in 1927 for theft and swindling. In 1929 she married a Navy petty officer in
Cherbourg and had five children. She performed her first abortion free of charge

in 1939 to help an 18-year-old girl whose fiance had just become a prisoner of
war. She was soon asked to assist other war prisoners' wives, who expressed

their appreciation with money. Mme. Giraud was eventually denounced by an

anonymous letter writer in October 1942. During a three-month trial in Cherbourg, her charwoman claimed that Mme. Giraud charged 1,000 francs per
procedure. Her husband denied all knowledge and turned against her. Sentencing was imposed in Paris by two judges of the State Tribunal and imple-

mented seven weeks later on 30 July 1943, after Marshall Petain had rejected
a plea for mercy. She was the first woman to be guillotined in France in over

60 years. Subsequently, three other Cherbourg women were sentenced to hard
labor and fines for sending clients to Mme. Giraud (Szpiner, 1986; Houdaille,
1987).

Concluding note
As of 1988, some 55 years after Hitler's coming to power, abortion is legally
available on request of the pregnant woman during the first three months of
pregnancy on liberally interpreted grounds, often despite widespread medical

opposition, in the major cities of the German Democratic Republic, the Federal
Republic of Germany, and all the countries occupied during World War II with
the sole exception of Belgium.
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